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Content
With the growth of large-scale distributed computing infrastructures, a system that enables researchers – not only international collaborative research projects but also small research groups – to use high performance computing resources in such infrastructures is established. For the computing resource use system which invites researchers in the world to submit the research proposal, it is tough to carry out initial vetting of identity based on a face-to-face meeting at a window for the system if the researcher whose proposal is accepted lives in a foreign country. The purpose of this paper is to propose a method to solve the difficulty of initial vetting of identity for a remote user.

An identity management (IdM) system vets the identity and reality of a user by checking the beforehand registered personal information against the identity documents. After the identity vetting, the user can obtain a credential used in the infrastructure. Suppose that the IdM system(A) needs to initially vet the identity of a user and that the user already possesses a credential issued by the other IdM system(B). The basic idea of this paper is that the IdM system(A) uses the credential issued by the IdM system(B) for the initial identity vetting if the level of assurance of the IdM system(B) is the same as or higher than the IdM system(A). However, the IdM system(A) cannot always check the identity against the attribute information provided by the credential. In a trust federation, the IdM system will be able to finish vetting the identity by making reference to the other IdM system that issued the credential for the necessary and sufficient identity data.

As the credential handled in this paper, we focus on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) credentials that often used in large-scale high performance computing environments. We discuss necessary condition and procedure for ensuring that the remote initial vetting of identity with a PKI credential is the same assurance as the one based on a face-to-face meeting. The proposed method can be introduced to an existing PKI without large changes. The basic idea of the proposed method can be also applied to an infrastructure based on another authentication technology. The applicability of the basic idea is also considered.
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